
Schütte Grande Vita
Barva: chrom / bílá

EAN: 9002560796752

3 590 Kč
2 967 Kč bez DPH

One of the most well-known manufacturers and suppliers of bathroom accessories is EISL Sanitary
GmbH, whose existence dates back to 1980. The company's motto is: a reliable partner for everything
related to kitchens and bathrooms. Products made of high-quality materials that meet drinking water
requirements.

Elegant Schütte Grande Vita shower set  including a thermostatic faucet. In trendy color options
chrome and white or chrome and black. Whether you choose fresh pure white or luxurious black, you will
certainly be thrilled.

Set  Grande  Vita  represents  a  combination  of  practicality  and  elegance.  Experience  unforgettable
moments while showering - relax and dream under the rain shower from the overhead shower. Large-
format overhead shower (approximately 30 x 30 cm) for even greater comfort while showering.

High-quality hand shower with 5 water flow functions.  Nozzle options: rain shower,  massage, mist
flow, combined nozzle functions.

The shower set includes a thermostatic mixer with a ½" (Ø approx. 1.9 cm) ceramic cartridge. Including a
so-called safety stop at 38 °C. It minimizes the risk of scalding.

Shower heads are equipped with projections called EASY CLEANING Anti-lime nubs, which prevent the
build-up of lime scale. Simply wipe them.



Stylishly  integrated switch on the side of  the shelf  for  easy switching between the overhead and
handheld shower. A very pleasant addition is a shelf in white or black color, which you can use to store
shower gel, shampoo, etc.

Key features of the SCHÜTTE GRANDE VITA shower set

color options white / chrome or black / chrome
The Schütte Grande Vita shower set has a two-year warranty.
there are anti-limescale tips on both manual and overhead showers
The set includes a thermostatic valve with scald protection.
large format overhead shower with a diameter of 30 cm
hand shower with 5 functions, with a diameter of 12 cm
shower head length 150 cm
integrated switch
height-adjustable wall bracket - for easy installation

Note: The battery is factory set and tested at a pressure of 3 bar on both inlets. Under these conditions,
the battery's functionality is optimal with any type of water heating. For pressures over 5 bar,  we
recommend the installation of a pressure reducing valve.

Parts of the packaging:

Assembly instructions



Parameters
General information
Function: Shower set

Surface treatment: chrom a bílá => chrome and white chrom a černá => chrome
and black

Warranty: 2
HS code: 84818011
Shower set including the faucet: Yes
Technical specifications
Width (cm): 30
Height (cm): 118
Depth (cm): 53
Average shower head diameter (cm): 30
Shower head diameter (cm): 12
Shower hose length (cm): 150
Assembly type: on the wall
Battery spacing (cm): 15
Shower control: Thermostatic
Number of functions: 5
Package dimensions (cm)
Weight (kg): 2.5
Width of the packaging (cm): 8
Height of packaging (cm): 80
Depth of packaging (cm): 43
Weight including packaging (kg): 3



  

  

  

  

  




